Dear Friend,
Thank you for applying to become an official scorer for Weiser Weight and Tusk also known as WWT. We have
had an enormous amount of positive feedback from the entire boar hunting community. The number of scorers are
continually increasing. We appreciate your support and participation with WWT. Together we will help boar
hunting rise even further in respect and popularity throughout the USA and the entire world.
Boars are one of the smartest and keenest animals in the world. Any hunter that is able to harvest a boar should be
truly proud of his or her accomplishment. Hunters that are blessed with a boar or barr of outstanding body or tusk
size should be able to have that trophy recorded. WWT allows boar hunters to fairly and accurately score and rank
their trophies, while at the same time documenting monster boars and barrs that are being harvested around the
world.
Following are some rules and tips to keep in mind as an official WWT scorer:
*All scorers must read and understand all the documents on the WWT website. (Printing them and storing
them in a binder or folder is recommended.)
*All scorers must sign a “Scorer Agreement” downloaded from this website and mailed to Wild Boar USA.
*A scorer is not allowed to score a hog that he or she has harvested.
*A scorer decides when and where to score a hog (must be within 48 hrs. of kill).
*A scorer must use a scale that has been calibrated within the last year and is known to be accurate.
Scorers are not responsible for buying scales unless you so choose . Feel free to use scales at feed stores
or
slaughter houses.
*A scorer must purchase a plastic seamstress tape that measures in 1/8” increments.
*Document all measurements in increments of 1/8 inch. Example: 4 ¾” = 4 6/8”
*Any fees incurred for weighing a hog are the responsibility of the hunter.
*The hunter is responsible for supplying a stamped envelope so the score card can be mailed to WBUSA.
*The hunter is responsible for the $10.00 recording fee. (Checks must be made out to Wild Boar USA.)
*The scorer must have possession of the score card at all times and is responsible for mailing it and the
recording fee to WBUSA. DO NOT give the score card to the hunter.
*A score of 400 points must be attained to be entered into the record books.
*Send all completed score cards, recording fees, and pictures to:
Wild Boar USA
1139 US Hwy 77 South
Hallettsville, TX 77964
*You will be assigned a scorer number. This is your personal identification number for WWT. Write it
in the appropriate blank on the completed score card.
*All record holders can be viewed online at www.wildboarusa.com . Click on the WWT link.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at 866-307-1999. Together we will promote and document
trophy boar hunting while at the same time, giving a fair and realistic trophy ranking for World Class Boars and
Barrs!
Wild Boar USA staff

